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Abstract 

 
Although many revocable group signature schemes has been proposed in vehicular ad hoc 
networks (VANETs), the existing schemes suffer from long computation delay on revocation 
that they cannot adapt to the dynamic VANETs. Based on Chinese remainder theorem and 
Schnorr signature algorithm, this paper proposes an efficient revocable group signature 
scheme in VANETs. In the proposed scheme, it only need to update the corresponding group 
public key when a member quits the group, and in the meanwhile the key pairs of unchanged 
group members are not influenced. Furthermore, this scheme can achieve privacy protection 
by making use of blind certificates. Before joining to the VANETs, users register at local 
trusted agencies (LTAs) with their ID cards to obtain blind certificates. The blind certificate 
will be submitted to road-side units (RSUs) to verify the legality of users. Thus, the real 
identities of users can be protected. In addition, if there is a dispute, users can combine to 
submit open applications to RSUs against a disputed member. And LTAs can determine the 
real identity of the disputed member. Moreover, since the key pairs employed by a user are 
different in different groups, attackers are not able to track the movement of users with the 
obtained public keys in a group. Furthermore, performance analysis shows that proposed 
scheme has less computation cost than existing schemes. 
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1. Introduction 

Due to the extraordinary commercial and social potential, VANETs have been paid more and 
more attention. VANETs were first proposed at ITU-T standardization in 2003[1]. VANETs 
are a type of Mobile Ad-hoc Network (MANET) which is the next-generation networking 
technology to provide communication between vehicles (V2V) or between a vehicle and 
infrastructure (V2I) using wireless communication. VANETs are aimed to solve problems that 
traffic congestion and safety etc. In VANETs, moving vehicles send and receive all sorts of 
messages, such as front brakes, rear-end collision warnings, detailed information of the 
weather, traffic congestion, and accident rescue information and so on, so that the vehicles on 
the road can choose a more efficient route and avoid many accidents. However, it would also 
lead to a threat for the moving vehicle’s privacy when it transmits or receives different types of 
messages on the road in VANETs, as its communication can be used to link its identity to its 
physical entity. There are many researches on security and privacy-preserving authentication 
in VANETs [2]-[4]. Anonymous authentication is one of promising solutions for 
privacy-preserving scheme, which usually can be achieved by applying pseudonym and group 
signature [5]. 
     In pseudonym scheme, the real identity of a user can be hidden with the pseudonymous 
communication. And a Trusted Authority (TA) is required to issue the pseudonym to each 
member and record the corresponding real identity. In VANETs, many existing authentication 
schemes apply the pseudonym for anonymity [6]-[10]. However, if a member employs only 
one pseudonym in VANETs, attackers can obtain the complete route of the member and its 
ordered services in driving then attackers can deduce the real identity of the member. In [11], 
Beresford has experimental proved that a single pseudonym cannot meet privacy-preserving 
because attackers are able to trace the public information of users. Therefore, pseudonym 
should be updated at regular intervals [12]-[14]. However, with the increase of vehicles, the 
management and maintenance of pseudonym would be a bottleneck of anonymous 
authentication in VANETs, and regular replacement of pseudonym would effect on routing 
efficiency and increase packet loss.    
    Group signature means that each group member is capable of signing messages representing 
the group, and anyone can authenticate the signed messages with the group public key while 
the verifier cannot determine which group member is the signer. Moreover, if there is a dispute, 
group manager can identify the signer. Group signatures are widely used in VANETs to 
realize anonymous authentication with privacy-preserving authentication [15]-[19]. In order 
to improve the efficiency of schemes based on group signatures in VANETs, a great quantity 
of researches have been proposed[20]-[28]. In VANETs, Road Side Units (RSUs) generate 
groups within their ambit. Owing to the frequent and high speed joining and leaving of 
vehicles in VANETs, the schemes based on group signatures in VANETs should be able to 
achieve efficient joining and revocation of group members. In addition, efficient joining has 
been achieved in most existing schemes [15]-[28], in which RSUs generate key pairs for the 
new group member and broadcast a new group public key. However, efficient revocation is 
still a difficult problem for the existing schemes [15],[16],[24]-[27]. In existing schemes based 
on group signatures in VANETs[16],[24],[26],[27], the key pairs of other group members will 
be influenced when a member quits the group, which makes excessive traffic load and does not 
meet the requirements of dynamic VANETs. In this paper, an efficient revocable group 
signature scheme in VANETs is proposed. If there is a revocation in the group, the key pairs of 
unrevoked group members are not influenced, and the key pair and certificate of the revoked 
member are no longer valid. Furthermore, the proposed scheme keeps the forward and 
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backward security, and it is anti-collusion. 
    The remainder of paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives system model and 
preliminaries of this paper. Section 3 describes the proposed scheme in detail. Section 4 
presents security analysis of the scheme and the comparison with the other two revocable 
schemes. Section 5 makes a conclusion. 

2. SYSTEM MODEL AND PRELIMINARIES 
2.1 System Model 
In this paper, the system model of VANETs consists of a GTA, LTAs, fixed RSUs at the road 
side, and mobile BVs equipped in vehicles, as shown in Fig. 1. 
    • GTA is a general trusted agency of VANETs. It provides management and generates 
public/private key pairs for LTAs. As usual, GTA is assumed as powerful enough in terms of 
communication, computation, and storage capability, and it is unworkable to compromise to 
any adversary. 
    • LTAs are local trusted agencies. Suppose that there are I LTAs in the jurisdictional limits 
of GTA. LTAs generate public/private key pairs for RSUs. In addition, BVs register at the 
LTA which they belong to before joining VANETs. LTAs issue blind certificates to legal BVs. 
Then, LTAs are also assumed as powerful enough for communication, computation, and 
storage capability, and they are infeasible to compromise to any adversary. 
    • RSUs work as the group manager in groups consisting of BVs. Assume that there are  
RSUs in the jurisdictional limits of a LTA. RSUs generate the group public key and update it if 
there is a join or quit of BVs. They are also responsible for distributing public key materials to 
BVs in the groups. In this paper, RSUs are assumed to be semi-trust, which means honest but 
curious, honest for performing operation but curious about real identities of BVs. 

• BVs represent vehicle users. They register at the LTA which they attribute to before 
joining VANETs. They are able to broadcast and receive signed messages in groups. Each 
vehicle is assumed to have a tamper-proof device (TPD) to store security-related materials. In 
this paper, it is supposed that each vehicle is uniquely identified by its battery. 

 
Fig. 1. System Model of VANETs 
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2.2 Chinese Remainder Theorem 
If kppp ,,, 21   are pairwise coprime, where ，2≥k  set 1 2 1 1kP p p p p P= =  

2 2 k kp P p P= = = , where ki
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i
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2.3 Hash Function 
Hash function is defined as { } { }nh 1,01,0: * → , where { }*1,0  denotes a bit string of arbitrary 
length, {0, 1}n indicates a string of length with n. A one-way hash function is considered to be 
secure if it satisfies the following properties. 
    (1) Given x , it is easy to calculate yxh =)( . While conversely, given )(xhy = , it is hard 
to compute x . 
    (2) Given x , it is computationally unworkable to find 'xx ≠  such that )()( ' xhxh = . 

 
2.4 Bilinear Parings  
In this paper, the properties of the bilinear operation are defined as follows: 1G  represents an 
additive cyclic group with order q , 2G  represents a multiplicative cyclic group with the same 
order, 211: GGGe →×  is a bilinear map, which meets the following requirements: 
    (1) Bilinearity: ,,, 1GTSR ∈∀ there are ),(),(),( TReSReTSRe =+ , =+ ),( TSRe  

),(),( TSeTRe ; 
    (2) Nondegenerative: 1, GSR ∈∃ , satisfies 1),( ≠SRe ; 
    (3) Computability: 1, GSR ∈∀ , ),( SRe  is computable in polynomial time. 

 
2.5 Notations 
There are some symbols mentioned below as Table 1. 
 

Table 1. Symbols and Meaning 
Symbols Meaning 

kV  the kth vehicle user 

xID  the real identity of an entity x in VANETs 

xxQ Γ/  the ID-based public/private key pair of BV x corresponding to its real identity xID  

)(MSIG
xΓ

 
the ID-based signature on a message M  using the ID-based private key xΓ  of signer 
x  

)(MSYM k
 

the symmetric key encryption on message M  using the shared secret key k  
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)(MHMACk
 

a hash-based message authentication code on message M  using the shared secret 
key k  

3. PROPOSED SCHEME 
3.1. Initialization 
(1) Above all, GTA generates its own public/private key pair making use of RSA algorithm. 
According to RSA algorithm, GTA chooses 
    • random primes cb,  such that 512512 2,2 ≥≥ cb , let cbn ×= ; 
    • a random number )(ne ϕ<  as its own public key, where )1()1()( −⋅−= cbnϕ , and 

1))(,gcd( =ne ϕ ; 
    Then GTA computes d  as its private key, which satisfies ))((mod1 nde ϕ≡⋅ .  
    GTA publishes the public parameters ),( ne , and keeps ),,( dcb  secret. 
    (2) GTA generates parameters for LTAs using RSA algorithm. For LTAi, where 1 i I≤ ≤ , 
GTA chooses 
    • random primes ii cb ,  such that 512512 2,2 ≥≥ ii cb , let iii cbn ×= ; 
    • a random number )( ii ne ϕ<  as the public key of LTAi, where )1()1()( −⋅−= iii cbnϕ , 
and 1))(,gcd( =ii ne ϕ ; 
    • a random number ig  as the identity code of LTAi; 
    GTA computes id  as the private key of LTAi, which satisfies ))((mod1 iii nde ϕ≡⋅ . 
    Then GTA safely sends the parameters to LTAi. LTAi publishes ),,( iii gne  as its public 
parameters, and secretly save the tuple ),,( iii dcb . 
    (3) LTA generates key pairs for RSUs using RSA algorithm. For RSUi, where 1 i J≤ ≤ , 
LTA chooses 
    • random primes ii ts ,  such that 512512 2,2 ≥≥ ii ts , let iii tsm ×= ; 
    • a random number )( ii mu ϕ<  as the public key of RSUi, where )1()1()( −⋅−= iii tsmϕ , 
and 1))(,gcd( =ii mu ϕ ; 
    Then LTA computes iv  as the private key of RSUi, which satisfies ))((mod1 iii mvu ϕ≡⋅ . 
After receiving of these parameters, RSUi publishes its public parameters ),( ii mu , and keeps 

),,( iii vts  secret. 
 

3.2. Registration 
Before accessing to VANETs, a user should register at the LTA which it belongs to for getting 
a blind certificate, which will be submitted to RSUs to prove its legitimacy without disclosing 
its real identity. In reality, ID cards are used to complete registration. ID-based restrictive 
partially blind signature technique [29] had been combined to generate permit in [30]. In this 
paper, we also adopt the permit to generate blind certificates as Fig. 2. Suppose the BV 
registers at LTA1. LTA1 chooses 3 random generators 121,, GRRR ∈ . 
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Fig. 2. Certificate Generation 

 
    (1) BV randomly generates a number  and computes , 

, ,  and . Then BV 

sends  to LTA1. 

    (2) LTA1 randomly chooses  and , and computes , 

, , U=rR and . Then LTA1 sends z, a, , U, Y, T2, 

 to BV. 

    (3) BV randomly chooses , and computes , 

, , , , , 

, , , 

 and . Then BV sends  to LTA1. 

    (4) LTA computes ,  and sends 

 to BV. 

    (5) If the equations hold with , BV computes 
, . The restrictive partially blind signature on  is 

 and the requested blind certificate is , 
where B will be used in the verification of the certificate. 
    The blind certificates can protect the privacy of users and prevent the users’ real identity 
from revealing on the move. Thus a secure drive is successfully established for users in terms 
of communication. 
    The scheme defines  to be the expiration time of the certificates,  to be a precise 
timestamp for preventing replay attack.  
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3.3. Groups Establishment 
RSUs establish groups consisting of BVs in their corresponding area. In this paper, Chinese 
remainder theorem is utilized to generate group public keys. Upon the public keys of group 
members, a RSU generates a group public key. Any user can authenticate signed messages 
with the group public key. If there is a join or quit for users, RSU will update the group public 
key using Chinese remainder theorem. Moreover, RSU need not to change the key pairs of 
other unchanged efficient group members when RSU adds or deletes a member in the group. 
That is, whether there is a join or quit, the key pairs of old members in the group are unaffected. 
For greater security, Schnorr signature algorithm is applied in this paper. As a result, it is 
high-speed on updating in groups and secure on protecting the privacy of users. 
    It is assumed that the establishment occurs at RSU1 and there are  vehicle users in the 
original time. 
    (1) RSU1: User Vi submits its request and blind certificate to RSU1, where . That is, 
there are s vehicles and Vi represents the ith member. RSU1 verifies the validity of the blind 
certificate above all. The verification process is as Fig. 3. 

 
Fig. 3. Certificate Authentication 

 
    (1.1) BV sends  to RSU1. 

    (1.2) RSU1 computes . If  computes , 
where  is the binary representation of the current time. RSU1 sends the challenge  to 
BV. 
    (1.3) BV computes  and . Then BV sends  to RSU1. 

    (1.4) RSU1 computes   and . The signature is valid if  
 holds. RSU1 

accepts this certificate if and only if . 
    If the certificate is valid and not expired, the verification is successful. Therefore, RSU1 

allows Vi joining to the group and stores its blind certificate into database, .  
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    (2) iVRSU →1 : After confirming the validity of the presented certificate, RSU1 generates 
key materials for vehicle user Vi based on Schonorr signature algorithm. RSU1 randomly 
selects primes pi, qi, where 160512 2,2,1| ≥≥− iiii qppq , and 1gpi ≥ , g1 is the identity code 

of LTA1. After which, RSU1 sends the tuple ),,,,( 11
1

v
i

v
iii qpqpg  to Vi in a secure environment, 

where v1 is the private key of RSU1. 
    (3) Vi: After receiving the parameters from RSU1, Vi primarily verifies its legality. If the 
equations )(mod)(),(mod)( 11

1111 mqqmpp i
uv

ii
uv

i ≡≡  are satisfied, Vi believes the 
parameters are valid and produced by RSU1, where u1 is the public key of RSU1, m1 is the 
public parameter of RSU1. Vi will product its own public/private key pair employing the key 
materials as step (4). 
     (4) 1RSUVi → : Vi randomly selects *

ipi zx ∈  as its private key, and computes 

)(mod1 i
x

i pgy i=  as its public key. Then, Vi sends yi to RSU1 via a secure channel, such as a 
Secure Socket Layer.  
    (5) 1RSU : RSU1 reserves the public key of all group members with their corresponding 
blind certificate in database and public Table 2.  

 
Table 2. The Public Keys of the Existing Group Members 

 
The public key 1y  2y  

 
iy  

 
sy  

 
For member Vi, RSU1 transmits (yi, certification) to LTA1 via a secure channel. LTA1 stores (yi, 
certification) in its reserve.  
    (6) RSU1 generates the group public key. Taking advantage of the obtained public keys of s 
members, RSU1 computes the group key according to the congruence equations (2). 
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≡
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                                                        (2) 

The value to the equations (2) is ∑
=

≡
s

i
iii PPPyc

1

' )(mod , where spppP 21=  

ss PpPpPp ==== 2211 , si
p
PP

i
i ,,2,1, ==  and '

iP  is positive integer and satisfies the 

congruence equation sipPP iii ,,2,1),(mod1' =≡ . Here c is the group public key. Then 
RSU1 chooses a secure hash function h , and publishes ),,,,( 111 hcumg .  
    When member Vi is willing to broadcast a message, Vi will sign the message M as 3.4. 
 
3.4. Signature 
For greater security, this paper uses Schnorr signature algorithm [31] to sign messages. If Vk 
wants to sign a message M, Vk will sign it by using Schnorr signature algorithm. Vk randomly 
chooses *

kpz∈ω  and computes ( )1 kf g mod pω= , )||( Mfh=π , 
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( )k kx mod qζ ω π= − , where 1g  is the identity code of LTA1, kx  is the private key of kV , 

kk qp ,  are the primes chosen by RSU1 for kV . Then, ),,( kpζπ  is the signature of kV  on 
M . 
 
3.5. Verification 
Anyone else can verify the signed message with the signature ),,( kpζπ  and the group public 
key ),,,,( 111 hcumg  as Algorithm 1. 
 

Algorithm 1: Message authentication algorithm for any verifier 
Require: ),,( kpζπ , ),,,,( 111 hcumg  
1: Computes )(mod kk pyc ≡  and obtains the public key ky  of kV . 
2: Check whether the obtained public key ky  is in Table 2, if ky  is in the Table 

2, go to step 3. 
3: Computes )(mod1111

'
k

xx
k pgggygf kk ωππωπζ ≡≡≡ − . 

4: if the equation ( )M||fh '=π  holds, then accept the message is signed by kV  
and opens the message. 

5: end if 
 
3.6. Joining 
It is supposed that vehicle user 1+sV  wants to join to the group of RSU1. 1+sV  performs the 
following steps to join the group. 
    (1) 1+sV  submits its accession request and blind certificate to RSU1. RSU1 verifies the 
validity of 1+sV  using Fig. 3. For eligible 1+sV , RSU1  generates key parameters for 1+sV . 
Based on Schnorr signature algorithm, RSU1 randomly selects primes 11, ++ ss qp , where 

160
1

512
111 2,2,1| ≥≥− ++++ ssss qppq , and 11 gps ≥+ . Then, RSU1 sends 

),,,,( 11
11111

v
s

v
sss qpqpg ++++  to 1+sV  via a secure channel. 

(2) 1+sV  verifies the legality of the received parameters. If the equations (3) hold, kV  
believes the parameters are valid and produced by RSU1. 

    
( ) ( )

( ) ( )

1
1

1
1

1 1 1

1 1 1

uv
s s

uv
s s

p p mod m

q q mod m

+ +

+ +

 ≡

 ≡

 (3) 

Then 1+sV  randomly chooses *
1 1+
∈+ sps zx  as its private key, and computes 

)(mod 111
1

++
+= s

x
s pgy s  as its public key. And 1+sV  sends 1+sy  to RSU1 via a secure channel.  

    (3) RSU1 reserves 1+sy  with its corresponding certificate in database and updates Table 2 to 
Table 3.  
 

Table 3. The Public Keys of the Existing Group Members 
 

The public key 1y  2y  
 

ky  
 

sy  1+sy  
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Then RSU1 securely transmits (ys+1, certification) to LTA1. LTA1 stores (ys+1, certification) in 
its reserve. 
    (4) RSU1 computes the new group key according to the congruence equations (4). 









≡
≡

≡

++ )(mod
)(mod

)(mod

11

11

ssnew

ssnew

new

pyc
pyc

pyc
                                                   (4) 

the value to the equations (4) is ∑
+

=

≡
1

1

' )(mod
s

i
newnewinewiinew PPPyc , where newP = 1 2 1 s sp p p p +  

1sPp += . The value of newiP  and '
newiP  can be calculated by using Algorithm 2, where 

11 +≤≤ si . 
 

Algorithm 2: The process of calculating newiP  and i newP′ . 

Require: iP , iP′ , ip  ( )11 +≤≤ si  

1: if si ≤≤1  then compute 1+= sinewi pPP , 1
1

'' −
+= sinewi pPP , where   

   )(mod11
11 iss ppp ≡−
++ , since )(mod1'

inewinewi pPP ≡  and )(mod1'
iii pPP ≡ .  

2: if 1+= si , then compute ( ) 1 21
1

s

i ss new
i

P p p p p+
=

= =∏  , 

( ) ≡+
'

1 newsP ( ) ( )1
1
1 mod +

−
+ snews pP . 

3: Output: newiP  and i newP′  ( )11 +≤≤ si  

 
    Thereby, newc  is the new group public key. But if )(mod newnew Pcc ≡ , RSU1 returns to step 
(1) to generate key parameters again for user. Finally RSU1 publishes ),,,,( 111 hcumg new . 

 
3.7 Revocation  
Assume that Vk represents an arbitrary group member and there are s  members in the group. If 
the vehicle user Vk ( )sk ≤≤1  wants to quit the group, Vk only needs to transmit the quit 
request to RSU1. And RSU1 changes the public key of Vk in the database to compute a new 
group public key 'c . Substituting '

ky  for ky , RSU1 computes the new group public key 
according to the congruence equations (5). 











≡

≡

≡

)(mod

)(mod

)(mod

'

''

11
'

ss

kk

pyc

pyc
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                                                    (5) 

For equations (5), the value is )(mod''

,1

'' PPPyPPyc kkk

s

kii
iii +≡ ∑

≠=

 

( )PPPyPPyc kkkkkk mod''' +−≡ , where )(mod'
kkk pyy ≡  should not hold. Then RSU1 

updates Table 3 to Table 4.  
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Table 4. The Public Keys of the Existing Group Members 

The public key y1 y2 
 yk-1 yk+1 

 ys 
 
By the above steps, there is only one change for computing the new group public key that yk is 
altered to '

ky  in calculation formula, where 'c  is the new group public key after the revocation 
of Vk. 

After the revocation, both )(mod'
kk pyc ≡  and )||( Mfh=π  will not hold, then the 

messages signed by Vk will no longer be verified to be legal. 
In the revocation, the keys of unrevoked group members do not need to update. 

 
3.8 Opening 
Assume that users find there are something false or malicious in messages which is signed by 
Vk, they can combine to submit an open application with the message ),,,( Mpkζπ  to RSU1. 
There should be a specific number of users in reality, which is a measure of whether RSU1 will 
accept the application.  
    With enough users, RSU1 accept the application and compute the public key yk of Vk by 

)(mod kk pyc ≡ . Then, RSU1 searches its database to find the corresponding blind certificate 
of Vk and submits (application, certificate) to LTA1. 
    LTA1 firstly checks the open application. Then LTA1 retrieves its database to find the real 
identity of Vk by search its certificate. In reality, there are different punishments for this case 
according to different policies in each area. 

4. SECURITY AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 
4.1 Security Analysis 
Anonymity. Due to the application of restrictive partially blind signature technique in the 
generation of blind certificates, attackers cannot deduce the real identity of BVs from the blind 
certificate [30]. Further, blind certificates of BV update regularly, thus attackers are not able to 
track a specific blind certificate. Moreover, since the key pairs of group members are not 
related to their real identity, it is also impossible for attackers to obtain the identity information 
of members. 

Integrity. Since the signature is generated by Schnorr signature algorithm, and the Schnorr 
signature scheme has been known to be provably secure in the Random Oracle Model[31],[32], 
the integrity of messages is guaranteed. 

Traceability. In dispute cases, LTAs are able to trace the real identity of BVi. RSU 
transmits the public key and the blind certificate of BVi to the corresponding LTA. Then LTA 
retrieves its database and find out the real identity of BVi. 

Unforgeability. By unforgeability meant that a signed message proved to be generated by 
Vk can only be generated by Vk. In our scheme, if a vehicle user Vj receives a signed message 
( )Mpk ,,,ζπ , with the group public parameters ),,,,( 111 hcumg , Vj will firstly compute the 
public key yk of Vk by using equation )(mod kk pyc ≡ . Then Vj computes 

)(mod1111
'

k
xx

k pgggygf kk ωππωπζ ≡≡≡ −  and checks whether the equation )||( Mfh=π  
holds or not, if holds, Vj believes the message is signed by Vk, otherwise abandons the 
message. 
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Since pk is a public parameter of Vk and c is also pubic, the public key yk of Vk obtained by 
equation )(mod kk pyc ≡  is unique. 

If an attacker Eve attends to forge a signature ( )''' ,,, Mpkζπ  of Vk, Eve randomly chooses 
*'

kpz∈ω  and computes ( )1

''
kf g mod pω= , ( )' ' 'h f ,Mπ = , ( )' ' ' ' '

k kx mod qζ ω π= − , 

where ' | 1k kq p − . However, '
kx  is necessary to compute 'ζ , and '

kx  should meet 
'

1 (mod )kx
k ky g p≡ . Since the discrete logarithm problem, Eve cannot forge a signature of Vk. 
Nonrepudiation. By nonrepudiation meant that Vk cannot deny its own signed messages. 

Since the signed messages are unforgeable, and the public key yk of Vk can be computed by 
( )modk kc y p≡  for all the valid messages signed by Vk, Vk cannot deny its own signed 

messages. 
Forward security. If a user Vs+1 joins to the group, its public/private key pair ys+1/xs+1 are 

generated by the public parameters, where )(mod 111
1

++
+= s

x
s pgy s . Moreover, the group 

public key is changed from c  to newc  by equations (6).  
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It is necessary that the forward security should be protected, that is, messages signed by a 
new group member should not be verified to be legal with the old group public key. If the 
messages are verified to be valid, the congruence equation )(mod 11 ++≡ ss pyc  also holds, so 
that the congruence equation )(mod newnew Pcc ≡  should hold. In section 3.6, there is the 
restriction on the new group public key that the equation )(mod newnew Pcc ≡  should not hold. 
Therefore, in proposed scheme, the forward security is guaranteed. 

Backward Security. After the revocation of vehicle Vk, the group public key is refreshed 
from c  to 'c  by using equations (7). 
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In order to satisfy backward security, the messages signed by revoked members should not 
be legal for the new group public key. If the messages can be verified to be legal, there are two 
scenarios. The congruence equation )(mod'

kk pyc ≡  holds that the revoked member is still 

able to sign messages with its old private key kx . Or the revoked member can obtain '
kx  

which meets the equation )(mod
'

1
'

k
x

k pgy k=  that the revoked member can sign messages 

with the private key '
kx . If the congruence equation )(mod'

kk pyc ≡  holds, then the 

congruence equation )(mod'
kkk pyy ≡  holds, while a significant restriction on '

ky  is that the 
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equation )(mod'
kkk pyy ≡  should not holds. The revoked member still can obtain the new 

group public key 'c  and compute )(mod''
kk pyc ≡  to get '

ky . If the revoked member can 

obtain '
kx  which meets the equation )(mod

'

1
'

k
x

k pgy k= , then the member can solve the 
discrete logarithm problem. 

In conclusion, the backward security of the proposed scheme is guaranteed. 
Anti-collusion. By anti-collusion meant that several group members can together forge a 

signed message ( )''' ,,, Mpkζπ  by an existing group member or generate a valid signed 

message ( )''''''' ,,, Mpζπ .  
As mentioned in unforgeability, group members will solve the discrete logarithm problem if 

they can forge a signed message of an existing group member. 
Suppose that there are s group members V1, V2,…, Vs and the group public key is c. For Vi, 

( )i
x

i pgy i mod1≡ , where si ≤≤1 . If V1, V2,…, Vm wants to generate a new valid signed 

message ( )''''''' ,,, Mpζπ , it is necessary to get parameters 'y  and 'x , where 

( )'1
' mod

'

pgy x≡ . Each verifier needs to compute 'y  by using ( )'' mod pyc ≡  and then 
check whether 'y  is in the table of the existing group member’s public keys, hence 'y  should 
be able to equal to one of iy , where si ≤≤1 . Then, if V1, V2,…, Vm can forge a signed 
message successfully, they can forge a signed message of an existing group member, 
accordingly they can solve the discrete logarithm problem. 

 
4.2 Performance Analysis 
Function. In this section, a comparison of function between our scheme and some other group 
signature schemes in VANETs is made as Table 5. 
 

Table 5. Comparison of Function 
Function Ours Shao 

Jun[17] 
Chae Duk 

Jung[18] 
Yong 

Hao[20] 
Zhu 

Xiaoyan[23] 
Wei 

Lingbo[26] 
Mamun, 
M.S.I.[28] 

Member joining √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 
Member 

revocation 
√ √   √ √ √ 

Anonymity √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 
Traceability √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 

Unforgeability √ √      
Forward security √       

Backward 
security 

√       

Anti-collusion √   √ √   
     
    Computation. In this section, we analyze the performance of the proposed scheme in terms 
of computational loads.  
    Table 6 gives the test time for the involved cryptography operations [33]. The experiments 
are conducted on a computer with Intel i5-3210 -2.5GHz CPU and 4-GB RAM.  
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Table 6. Execution Time for Operations 
 Denotation Time(ms) 

TEx 
TAd 
TMu 

An exponentiation in Zp
* 

An addition in Zp 
A multiplication in Zp

* 

0.067 
0.001 
0.001 

TIn An inverse operation in Zp
* 0.004 

TP A pairing operation 16.064 
 
In the proposed scheme, if a member Vk quits the group, RSU only needs to substitute '

ky  
for yk as the equations (5), and calculate the new group public 
key ( ) ( )PPPyycc kkkk mod''' −−≡  while key pairs of other group members are not 
influenced. The revocation costs 2 addition, 2 multiplication, 2 modular arithmetic to calculate 
the new group public key. Since for CPU modular arithmetic is more efficient than 
multiplication, we assume that execution time for modular arithmetic is TMu as multiplication. 
Hence the computational load is 2TAd+4TMu. 

A comparison between the proposed scheme and two other revocable schemes [26],[28] is 
made on the revocation complexity of a group member, respectively. Here we assume that 
there are ngr members in the group. 

In [26], RSU can revoke a member xj by broadcasting a revocation list RL, and upon 
receiving a RL, each unrevoked member updates its parameters accordingly. There are 1 
addition, 1 division and 1 exponentiation on each unrevoked member for RSU, and 3 addition, 
1 inverse operation, 2 multiplication, 3 division and 4 exponentiation for each unrevoked 
member. Since for CPU division is as efficient as multiplication, the total computational load 
of this scheme is (4TAd+TIn+6TMu +5TEx)(ngr-1). 
    In [28], if a member leaves the group, RSU needs to update credential element and publish 
the corresponding public key parameters for each unrevoked member. There are 1 addition, 1 
multiplication, 1 division and 2 exponentiation for RSU on each unrevoked member, and 1 
multiplication, 2 exponentiation and 1 pairing operation for each unrevoked member. The total 
computational load of this scheme is (TAd+3TMu+4TEx+Tp)(ngr-1). 
     We compare the revocation computational load of a group member in this scheme with [26] 
and [28] in Table 7.  
 

Table 7. Comparison on Revocation  Computational  Load of a Group Member 

     
As shown in Table 7, regardless of the quantity of group members, the revocation 
computational load is a constant in the proposed scheme which has lower computational load 
than the other two schemes. The comparison between our scheme and the two schemes on total 
computational load, computational load for each unrevoked member and computational load 
for RSU are shown in Fig. 4, Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, respectively. 

 Ours Wei Lingbo[26] Mamun, M.S.I.[28] 
Total computational load 2TAd+4TMu  (4TAd+TIn+6TMu 

+5TEx)(ngr-1)  
(TAd+3TMu+4TEx+Tp)(ngr-1)  

Computational load for 
each unrevoked member 

0 3TAd+TIn+5TMu+4TEx TMu+2TEx+ Tp  

Computational load for 
RSU 

2TAd+4TMu (TAd+TMu+TEx)(ngr-1) (TAd+2TMu+2TEx)(ngr-1) 
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Fig. 4. Comparison of Total Computational Load 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Comparison of Computational Load for Each Unrevoked Member 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. Comparison of Computational Load for RSU 
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5. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, an efficient revocable group signature scheme in VANETs is proposed. When a 
member quits the group, RSU only needs to compute 1 module arithmetic to compute the new 
group public key. On the security analysis, our scheme keeps the forward and backward 
security. Furthermore, our scheme has a lower computation load. Owing to the frequent and 
high speed joining and leaving of vehicles in VANETs, this scheme with the property of 
efficient revocation is suitable for the dynamic VANETs. Moreover, the scheme is suitable for 
most dynamic scenes. 
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